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EXT.CITY.DAWN

LONG SHOT (HIGH ANGLE)

City is in all it’s glory. People are roaming. Too much busy 
life. A wide view of city and focus on single house.

INT.BEDROOM.DAWN

MEDIUM CLOSE UP:

Phone ringing on the shelf. Sleeping boy wakes up because of 
the ring on phone.

CLOSE UP:

MOBILE
Good Morning, ALEX. Time is 8:00 
AM.

ALEX looks at the phone with the sleepy eyes.

ALEX
Oh Boy! I am late for the class 
again!

MEDIUM CLOSE UP:

ALEX gets up from the bed hurriedly and starts to get ready 
for college. He brushes teeth, takes a quick shower, puts on 
some rugged clothes in his room chair, while continuously 
checking his MOBILE phone.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
This is ALEX. A student in XY
University. Laziness is in his 
blood, but he is a very hardworking 
kid. Although he finds his life 
very boring, but he works at AB 
Campus Company to afford his own 
studies.

CUT TO:

EXT.HOUSE.DAY

CLOSE UP:

ALEX looks at the MOBILE while leaving his room. MOBILE shows 
time 9:00 AM. He reaches for his car. Starts to drive to his 
college while looking at the phone.



ALEX
I am so late! I might not get entry 
in class.

FADE TO BLACK.

EXT.HOUSE.NIGHT

MEDIUM CLOSE UP:

ALEX returning to his house after a tiring day at college and 
work. He enter his house with his phone in his hands and 
struggling to open the lock with one hand.

CLOSE UP:

ALEX returns to his bed after a tired day and trying to 
sleep; just then his MOBILE comes to life. MOBILE starts to 
move around disturbing things. A character comes out of 
ALEX’s brain, Sleep. Sleep and MOBILE now fights intensely to 
defeat each another. 

SLEEP
You should not disturb him when I 
am with him. This can be very 
harmful for you.

MOBILE
I want to see how much harm this 
can inflict on me. Come on.

After an intense fight, SLEEP loses the battle.

DISSOLVE TO:

INT.BEDROOM.DAWN

MEDIUM CLOSE UP:

Upon waking up by the sound of alarm, ALEX finds his phone on 
the ground with just a little battery remaining. Upon his 
hardship while finding the charger for the MOBILE, another 
character pops up, TIME. As he plugs in the MOBILE into the 
charger, MOBILE comes back to life, and starts to fight with 
TIME. The result of another fight, MOBILE Wins, TIME lost. 
ALEX lost all his time in using phone rather than getting 
ready for his college.

FADE TO BLACK.
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FADE IN:

INT.BREAKFAST TABLE.DAY

MEDIUM CLOSE UP:

At the breakfast table, ALEX receives another message. The 
message comes to life and MOBILE, being threatened, wages war 
against the countless allies of the message: Whatsap, 
Facbook, Twiter, Snaphat, and many more. 

MOBILE Defeats them all. Nutrition lost its pride.

FADE TO BLACK.

FADE IN:

INT.BEDROOM.NIGHT

LONG SHOT:

ALEX comes back from work tired, disappointed. ALEX thinks 
about what he did whole day and what he would have done with 
al the time he lost using his MOBILE. He sleeps thinking 
about the all the energy he lost in the whole day.

FADE TO BLACK.
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